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Euler Hermes German construction sector study: High insolvency rate remains
with slight decrease in 2015





German construction sector: Boom years are over, confidence falling despite stable profitability
and slight growth in gross production in 2015 - up 2%
Public housing puts brake on stronger growth in the sector, private housing growing steadily – gap
continues to widen
Insolvencies in sector expected to fall by 3% in 2015; but construction sector still has second
highest number of insolvencies nationally
Property prices are a risk factor: purchasing power unable to keep pace with sharply rising prices.

HAMBURG - 22 OCTOBER 2015 – The spirit of optimism that prevailed in Germany’s construction sector
in recent years has largely disappeared and confidence in the sector is falling, according to Euler Hermes'
study on the industry. During the boom from 2010 onward, German construction companies fared
relatively well, particularly compared to their ailing European neighbors. Nevertheless, they had to lower
their sights slightly in 2015, with growth in gross production at 2% vs 3% in 2014 and 5% on average
between 2010 and 2013. The profitability of German construction firms remains stable however, and
leverage is low. Insolvencies are expected to be slightly down in 2015.
Nearly 17% of all bankruptcies in Germany occur in the construction sector – the second highest
figure
"After wholesale and retail, the construction sector suffers the highest number of insolvencies in Germany;
nearly 17% of all bankruptcies happen to construction companies," said Ludovic Subran, chief economist
at Euler Hermes Group. "In 2015, we expect the number of cases to fall by around 3% to approximately
3,900 insolvencies (2014: almost 4,000). This is good news, even though the level is still relatively high
overall. German construction companies are faring better than their European counterparts however. In
France we estimate that around a quarter of all corporate insolvencies are in the construction sector."
Public housing putting brake on sector, much stronger growth in private sector
The main drivers behind the relatively good position of Germany’s construction sector compared to the
rest of Europe are private housing and robust demand in the property market. Euler Hermes' economists
expect this trend to continue.
"The brake on growth in the construction industry is clearly public housing," explained Thomas Krings,
chief risk officer at Euler Hermes Germany. "Development is lagging way behind the private sector due to
half-hearted infrastructure programs. For 2015, we anticipate 1% growth against 3% in private housing,
which is increasingly the industry’s driving force. In 2010, both sectors were still on a par in terms of their
order books – now there is a 60 percentage point gap between them, a trend which is being intensified by
demographic developments. Urban growth is increasing: almost 10% in recent years. Net migration is also
rising by around 13% per year based on current expectations or even more, given the current refugee
figures. The knock-on effect of this will be an increase in demand for housing.”
Widening gap between growth of disposable net incomes and that of property prices
In addition to the wide gap between private and public housing, the unequal growth of sharply rising
property prices and disposable net incomes is another risk factor for the future development of the sector.
Euler Hermes believes this imbalance is set to continue in 2015 and 2016.
"Between 2007 and 2014, property prices rose by nearly 5% a year," said Krings. "Admittedly we expect
this to flatten out to around 4% over the next year, but with purchasing power up only 1.8% on average in
2015-2016, it has no chance of keeping pace. This is a risk factor for the sector, and we will keep a close
eye on it, along with future interest rate movements and public investment."
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Euler Hermes is the global leader in trade credit insurance and a recognized specialist in the areas of
bonding, guarantees and collections. With more than 100 years of experience, the company offers
business-to-business (B2B) clients financial services to support cash and trade receivables management.
Its proprietary intelligence network tracks and analyzes daily changes in corporate solvency among small,
medium and multinational companies active in markets representing 92% of global GDP. Headquartered
in Paris, the company is present in over 50 countries with 6,000+ employees. Euler Hermes is a subsidiary
of Allianz, listed on Euronext Paris (ELE.PA) and rated AA- by Standard & Poor’s and Dagong Europe.
The company posted a consolidated turnover of €2.5 billion in 2014 and insured global business
transactions for €860 billion in exposure at the end of 2014. Further information: www.eulerhermes.com,
LinkedIn or Twitter @eulerhermes.
The 1,500 employees of Euler Hermes Germany are based at its headquarters in Hamburg and in other
offices. More information: www.eulerhermes.de
Cautionary note regarding forward-looking statements: The statements contained herein may include statements of future expectations and other
forward-looking statements that are based on management’s current views and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties
that could cause actual results, performance or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. In addition to
statements which are forward-looking by reason of context, the words "may", "will", "should", "expects", "plans", "intends", "anticipates", "believes",
"estimates", "predicts", "potential", or "continue" and similar expressions identify forward-looking statements. Actual results, performance or events
may differ materially from those in such statements due to, without limitation, (i) general economic conditions, including in particular economic
conditions in the Euler Hermes Group’s core business and core markets, (ii) performance of financial markets, including emerging markets, and
including market volatility, liquidity and credit events (iii) the frequency and severity of insured loss events, including from natural catastrophes and
including the development of loss expenses, (iv) persistency levels, (v) the extent of credit defaults, (vi) interest rate levels, (vii) currency exchange
rates including the Euro/U.S. Dollar exchange rate, (viii) changing levels of competition, (ix) changes in laws and regulations, including monetary
convergence and the European Monetary Union, (x) changes in the policies of central banks and/or foreign governments, (xi) the impact of
acquisitions, including related integration issues, (xii) reorganization measures, and (xiii) general competitive factors, in each case on a local, regional,
national and/or global basis. Many of these factors may be more likely to occur, or more pronounced, as a result of terrorist activities and their
consequences. The company assumes no obligation to update any forward-looking statement.

